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Abstract: The development of an underground gas storage (UGS) project and its subsequent
management must ensure technical feasibility, commercial value and long-term efficiency. The UGS
industry has borrowed much of its knowledge from other disciplines (primarily oil and gas
reservoir engineering), but it has also developed its own technology. This paper provides a
methodological approach based on current practices and available methods for designing and safely
operating a UGS (including the so-called “delta-pressure” option to enhance UGS performance) and
highlights what is special in UGS compared to oil and gas reservoirs.
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1. Introduction
The concept of storing natural gas underground in geologic formations arose from the need to
balance the divergence between a constant gas supply and the seasonal and daily variability of gas
consumption.
The first successful underground storage of natural gas in a depleted natural gas reservoir
occurred in 1915 in Ontario, Canada. The original and primary scope of underground gas storage
(UGS) was the variation in peak demand of a well-defined consumer area and the optimization of
the transport network. Storage also served to conserve some of the gas being wasted or flared during
summer months. Since then, hundreds of facilities have been developed: North America contains
more than two thirds of the sites in the world, with 392 storage facilities in the US and 62 in Canada.
Europe holds the second rank in terms of number of facilities with 143, followed by the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) with 48, Asia‐Oceania with 23, Middle East with 3, and
just one in Argentina [1]. Thus, not only has the underground storage of natural gas become a large
and essential part of the delivery system [2–4] but also the increasing demand over the past years
(Figure 1) together with insufficient indigenous gas resources has called for a constant increase in
underground storage capacity and deliverability, through the creation of both new facilities and the
upgrading of existing ones. The quantities of imported gas and the distances between producing and
consumer countries have gradually increased over time: in particular from Mexico and Canada to the
United States and from Siberia, the North Sea and Africa to Europe. Furthermore, the need for
strategic storage to make up for temporary disruptions in supply in the case of political events,
technical problems, accidents (e.g. interruptions of transport pipelines) or emergencies (e.g. extreme
weather conditions) has become critical to safeguard customers and to better negotiate supplies.
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Figure 1. Growth in global gas consumption (elaborated from Cedigaz
[5] and updated @ March 2018 based on U.S. EIA public data [6]).

Underground gas storage may be defined as the long-term safe isolation of natural gas within
geological formations. Thus, two of the most important characteristics of an underground storage are
its ability to hold natural gas for future use and the rate at which that gas can be withdrawn. The
amount of gas that can be injected and withdrawn during a normal cycle of the storage is called
working gas (or top gas); the remaining gas in the reservoir is referred to as base gas (or cushion gas)
and it must ensure sufficient pressure to provide the required delivery. Because the base gas remains
in the reservoir during the whole life of the UGS, it comprises a major part of the investment to
develop the facility.
Depleted gas and oil reservoirs, deep saline formations, salt caverns and un-minable coal beds
are the favorite candidates for safe geological storage of natural gas, but several reconditioned mines
are also in use as gas storage facilities (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Different types of Underground Gas Storage systems [7].

Historically, depleted gas or partially depleted gas reservoirs (fields located deep underground
where most of the recoverable product has been extracted) have been the most sizeable and
commonly used formations for natural gas storage. A depleted field typically represents the most
suitable option because of its ability to contain and trap gas (given the reservoir has contained gas on
a geological timescale, it should be capable of doing so again). Pressure is used to force the gas into
and out of the porous and permeable reservoir while a sealing caprock prevents vertical fluid
migration. However, if the original formation pressure is exceeded during storage operations to
increase the working gas volume, there is a risk that the caprock may fail to confine the gas. Thus,
both the mechanical resistance and the hydraulic sealing capacity of the caprock must be carefully
investigated. Geomechanical analyses are also needed for well performance monitoring (especially
when sand production might occur triggered by high withdrawal rates), evaluation of potential
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subsidence and storage surveillance. Different methodologies to those employed for conventional
reservoir studies are needed which are particularly suited for UGS characterization, development
and monitoring. Not only does a UGS project require the same basic sets of information as a typical
reservoir study (geophysics, geology, well logging and core analysis and production history), it also
requires specific additional data (from in situ measurements and laboratory experiments on cores) to
test the mechanical integrity of the reservoir to withstand potentially higher pressures than
previously encountered.
A significant advantage of depleted fields is the level of knowledge already gained and readily
available: information about the geological, structural and petrophysical characteristics and about
the fluid-flow properties are inherited from the exploration and primary production phases.
Uncertainties are reduced or mitigated with significant economic and technical benefit. From a
commercial standpoint, depleted reservoirs typically provide very good storage efficiency both in
terms of seasonal movable gas volume (i.e. the working gas) and high peak performances (i.e.
injection/withdrawal gas rates).
Deep saline aquifers represent a common alternative for UGS. They typically cost more to
develop and operate due to the large cushion gas requirement and the need to verify the reservoir’s
ability to contain gas. Furthermore, the development and management of saline aquifers require that
the original formation pressure is exceeded to displace the water initially saturating the pores of the
rock to accommodate the gas. Thus the sealing capacity of the caprock as well as the presence of spill
points must be assessed in order to prevent gas leakage a lateral gas migration.
Salt caverns and excavated caverns within rocks such as coal and granite are generally
developed in regions where reservoirs are not available. They are typically much smaller in volume
than either depleted reservoirs or aquifers but can provide high delivery rates suitable for meeting
meet peak load demands [3].
Each type of UGS has its own physical characteristics and economics but the development of
any new UGS project and its subsequent management will always requires several steps and actions
to ensure technical feasibility, commercial value and long-term efficiency. Enhancing the capacity
and deliverability of an existing UGS would call for substantially the same procedure.
The successful development of a UGS must include an appropriate site selection based on
subsurface information, but also suitable performance analysis, preferably based on a fully integrated
geological, fluid-dynamic and geo-mechanical approach, and eventually an adequate monitoring
program to satisfy domestic technical and safety regulations together with social and environmental
concerns. The latter particularly applies to delta-pressuring to ensure the long-term feasibility of the
project. Delta-pressuring is a term used for the operation of a storage reservoir at a maximum
working pressure in excess of its initial formation pressure. It is a common option to enhance the
performance of UGS, especially in terms of working gas. There are dozens of UGS operated under
delta-pressure conditions in the US and Canada and a few in Europe.
The UGS industry has borrowed much of its knowledge from other industries (primarily oil and
gas reservoir engineering and production), but it has also needed to develop a technology of its own
to meet specific challenges and concerns. In other words, what had begun as an “undisciplined” field
of study within reservoir engineering, is now evolving into a self-contained “discipline”. In the
following, the recommended practice and currently available methods are provided for the design
and safe operation of a UGS in either a depleted reservoir or an aquifer.
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2. UGS key aspects
2.1. Threshold pressure
The transport capacity of the fine-grained sedimentary rocks constituting the caprock of existing
reservoirs is clearly negligible as this top seal has been able to retain hydrocarbons over geological
time. However, should the original formation pressure be exceeded during storage operations the
sealing efficiency of the caprock formation must be evaluated anew; this is generally done through
the measurement of the threshold pressure. The threshold pressure can be defined as the minimum
pressure required by gas to displace the water initially filling the pores of the caprock. At this stage
gas enters the caprock but cannot flow through it yet; continuous flow paths of the gas are established
only when the gas content across the entire caprock thickness exceeds a minimum value (i.e. the gas
saturation exceeds the critical gas value).
Direct measurements of the threshold pressure require lab experiments on the caprock cores (or
plugs) to be performed at reservoir conditions. A two-phase fluid flow drainage process is induced
through the rock sample in a triaxial cell, which reproduces the in situ confining pressure and stress
conditions acting on the rock [8]. The test can be performed and interpreted according to different
experimental procedures and approaches [9–11]; generally, mercury-air or nitrogen-water systems
are utilized in lab experiments and the results are then corrected according to the real gas-water
characteristics. A detailed literature review of threshold pressure measurement can be found in [12].
Regardless from the adopted experimental procedure, threshold pressure evaluation via lab analysis
is always time consuming (in the order of days or even weeks) due to the poor fluid transport
property of the tested fine-grained caprocks. Consequently, different experimental and theoretical
relations between threshold pressure values and petrophysical rock properties, such as permeability,
porosity and formation resistivity, have also been developed [13–15]. However, even if these
correlations represent a cheap and prompt alternative for a first-guess parameter estimation, only lab
analyses can provide a reliable threshold pressure evaluation. This will define the maximum average
pressure that can be safely reached in the reservoir.
2.2. Well testing
Conventional well testing consists in analyzing the pressure transient recorded down-hole
during production of the reservoir fluids at either a constant or a variable rate, and subsequent shutin phase. Well tests have been widely used for several decades in the oil industry for the evaluation
of reservoir characteristics, which are key information for field development and facilities design [16–
21]. However, the UGS industry has some specific requirements, such as:
•

•
•

repeated assessment of well productivity and injectivity because of turbulence effects affecting
well performance during a storage cycle due to the significant variation of reservoir pressure
conditions;
repeated assessment of formation damage due to the high risk of sand production and
consequent gravel pack/screen clogging;
identification of lateral/vertical variations of petrophysical properties causing uneven pressure
distribution; relatively minor heterogeneities can significantly affect the dynamic response of
the system due to the high rates imposed by storage activities.

The need to acquire this information, which would call for expensive traditional testing
campaigns, can be better satisfied by alternative well testing procedures, such as harmonic pulse
testing [22–38] and injection testing [39,40]. A harmonic test is characterized by a periodic sequence
of alternating production or injection rates that can be imposed after a long shut in of the tested well,
similar to conventional well testing, or can be superposed to ongoing production, minimizing or
avoiding economic losses. Furthermore, it offers the advantage of not requiring the initial static
pressure nor the previous production history of the well to be known [41] and it is particularly
sensitive to lateral/vertical variations of rock properties. The second most interesting unconventional
methodology is injection testing. An injection test consists in injecting, rather than producing, a fluid
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in a potential reservoir zone and in monitoring the pressure response. Except for fluid sampling,
injection tests can provide the same information as conventional tests [42,43]. This methodology is
easily applied to UGS because gas injection is the very essence of gas storage and the critical issues
that can arise when injecting a fluid which is immiscible with the reservoir fluid are removed [44].
Thus, reservoir and well information can be unlocked at a very low cost if downhole pressure is
monitored during gas injection and then analyzed [45].
2.3. Rock mechanics
Despite no USG failures having been reported worldwide due to leakage through the caprock
or along (reactivated) faults [46,47] current regulations and public concerns call for geomechanical
analyses to assess the magnitude and extension of ground movements and fault stability. The
characterization of the geomechanical behavior of the system requires in situ measurements (along
the wells and downhole) and lab tests on cores. In principle, both the intact rock and the faults, if any,
should be characterized under existing reservoir conditions.
2.3.1. In-situ stresses
The knowledge of the magnitudes and directions of original and induced stresses is essential for
proper geomechanical modeling. The stress distribution drives the orientation and confinement of
the induced fractures and breakouts: induced fractures (by drilling and by stress tests) develop
perpendicular to the minimum stress direction while breakouts are oriented parallel to minimum
stress direction (Figure 3) [7].

Figure 3. Development of induced fractures and breakouts under the
assumption of normal fault and maximum stress in the vertical direction [7].

It is widely accepted that the full stress tensor cannot be completely assessed from a single
method. The vertical stress is generally inferred from density logs while the most direct method for
estimating the minimum horizontal stress is hydraulic fracturing. The latter can be performed via
wireline stress logs, extended-leak off tests and/or micro-hydraulic fracturing tests. These techniques
require injecting fluids at pressures that normally exceed the formation pressure, thereby causing a
breakdown. The minimum horizontal stress magnitude can be deduced from an accurate record and
analysis of the fracture closure pressure. A caliper log with at least four arms or ultrasonic borehole
imaging data is used to define the breakout orientation. The maximum horizontal stress is the most
difficult to accurately constrain and, because it cannot be measured directly, only analytical solutions
can be of help. Image logs are used to identify fractures induced by drilling and stress tests; they can
be helpful in the identification of the direction of the maximum horizontal stress [48].
In seismically active regions, important information about the in-situ stress field can be obtained
from earthquake focal mechanisms, also known as fault plane solutions [49]. There are clear
advantages to properly utilizing constrained earthquake focal plane mechanisms to map the stress
field: earthquakes record stress-induced deformations at mid-crustal depths; they sample relatively
large volumes of rock and, due to the continued improvement of global networks, well-constrained
focal mechanisms for mapping the stress field are nowadays quite easy to access [50].
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2.3.2. Intact rock
The characterization of the intact rock requires the determination of deformation and strength
parameters which are dictated by the constitutive law (purely elastic, elasto-plastic, visco-elastoplastic, etc.) while the strength parameters are imposed by the yield criterion (Mohr–Coulomb,
Tresca, von Mises, etc.).
If the applicability of an elastic law is assumed, rock behavior can be described based on the
Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, bulk modulus and shear modulus. Due to the mathematical
relations among the elastic moduli, only two of them are needed to fully characterize the system. The
elastic moduli can be experimentally determined under static or dynamic loading conditions. Static
conditions imply the measurement of the deformation induced in a material by application of a
known force; dynamic conditions involve the measurement of ultrasonic wave velocities. The static
method is applied via lab analysis and consequently the static moduli refer to the core scale; the
dynamic values can be determined at core scale via lab tests, at wellbore scale via log data and at
reservoir scale via seismic acquisition. Technical literature shows that, in general, the static moduli
are 5% to 10% lower than the dynamic moduli for the same rock [51,52]. Dynamic moduli are
representative of the small strain behavior of soils, while static moduli are more useful when soil
strains increase. Thus, the loading conditions imposed by storage activities are better represented by
the dynamic moduli because the range of deformations in the depletion and injection phases usually
correspond to small strains [53].
The determination of the clay’s oedometric behavior (a measure of its consolidation properties)
is essential for a realistic description of the rock deformation during UGS activities. Generally, cores
are recovered from the reservoir and the caprock only and hence log data are used to characterize the
overburden rocks. During primary production the caprock clays usually work in a normally
consolidated way and their deformation modulus can be 3 or 4 times lower than the characteristic
values of over consolidated behavior, which typically represent the formation status during repressurization and storage cycles.
2.3.3. Faults
Fault characterization is critical: indirect data acquired from outcrops or seismic surveys have a
limited resolution which does not provide internal details of the fault zones. Additionally, direct lab
tests are hampered by the generally poor quality of cored material for mechanical testing.
Fault microstructural and geomechanical properties are a consequence of strain rate, principal
stress orientation, shear sense, pore pressure, lithification state and diagenesis and they can differ
significantly between the extremes of cohesionless, unlithified sand and brittle cemented sandstones.
Therefore, to predict fault rock properties, it is essential to establish the diagenetic history as well as
the burial depth at which the deformation occurred [54].
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3. Dynamic modeling
The efficient management of any storage system requires the definition of a reliable analysis tool,
usually a 3D numerical model, which is then used for defining the most viable development and
operational strategy from both economic and technical standpoints. The generation of static
(geological) and dynamic (fluid-flow) reservoir numerical models is a common practice in the oil
industry to forecast the future performance of the field. The static and dynamic approach for UGS
analysis follows the same basic workflow as a standard reservoir study. However, there are issues
which are specifically relevant to gas storage: changing gas composition; a slight decrease in reservoir
temperature due to repeated injection of “cold” gas; the heightened effects of petrophysical
heterogeneities on the pressure response due to the repeated withdrawal and injection of gas at high
rates (typically never experienced during primary production) resulting in rapid and significant
pressure variations; hysteresis of gas-water relative permeabilities, capillary pressures and rock
compressibility. In addition, the historical production data that are fed to the simulator are typically
merged into regular (e.g. monthly) time steps to reduce the simulation run time; but in the case of
UGS the frequent switches between gas withdrawal and injection must be properly accounted for.
Gas storage operators have often faced the difficult task of having to find, within “conventional”
reservoir engineering, appropriate solutions to these very specific problems. The author’s experience
has been to build upon existing standard reservoir studies and methodologies to answer the
increasingly specific questions of natural gas storage studies.
3.1. Schedule definition
Amongst the major issues one must deal with in UGS management is the schedule of a reservoir
in which withdrawal and injection might have quick, sudden and frequent switches. A production
history accounting for daily rates would not be feasible because short time intervals imply excessively
long simulation run time; however, cumulative net produced or injected volumes averaged over a
period of time (whether this is a week or a month) would not match the real stocked and withdrawn
gas volumes and would not find correspondence with flowing pressure measurements (downhole
and at the well head). Moreover, a representative schedule is needed to have more reliable short-term
forecasting capabilities, which are key to the accurate prediction of the actual flow of gas to improve
profits from selling extra gas and to avoid the penalties should there be a difference between the
expected and actual flow rate.
Routines were developed for the automatic identification of injection and withdrawal rates in a
historical sequence with appropriate merging in potentially uneven periods of time; they proved very
effective for the simulation of the true UGS production history whilst reducing the run time of the
simulator to a reasonable duration, especially when the UGS had been operated for years and/or the
number of wells is large (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Effective merge of the production history
taking due account of withdrawal and injection switches.

3.2. Gas PVT properties
Like in any standard reservoir study, a UGS dynamic model calibration is achieved by changing
the most uncertain input parameters within feasible ranges [55]. However, the physics of the
phenomena induced by storage activities is strictly related to some specific parameters, such as gas
compressibility.
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The chemical composition of the stored gas can differ significantly from the original reservoir
gas. The composition of the gas injected during each summer season depends on commercial
opportunities and market availability and it may even vary during one single injection cycle. Usually
the methane (CH4) percentage ranges from 85 to 90%, but the fractions of the heavier components can
vary as well. Obviously, composition variations affect the gas PVT behaviour (Figure 5) and,
ultimately, the dynamics of the system because pore pressure is intrinsically connected with gas
compressibility which, in turn, is a function of gas composition (Figure 6).
Compositional models could be adopted to accurately simulate the effects induced by gas
composition modifications. However, in the author’s experience, compositional models and the
complexity they entail are not required. A step-change variation of the gas composition and its
properties (namely, the formation volume factor) between primary production and storage phase is
generally sufficient to account for the gas compressibility variation during the field life.

Figure 5. Qualitative effect of gas composition on FVF.

Figure 6. Case history showing of the effect of gas composition on the simulated
bottomhole pressure history (WBP) compared to historical data (WBPH).

Furthermore, it is well known that gas PVT parameters are also a function of thermodynamic
conditions. In conventional reservoirs temperature depends on the local geothermal gradient and all
the processes taking place in the reservoir are assumed to be isothermal. In such cases, thermal effects
only impact the pressure drops in the wellbore between downhole and the wellhead when the gas
flows to surface. Conversely, in gas storage, temperature variations can have a significant influence
on the dynamic behavior of the reservoir. The author’s experience is that UGS are usually subject to
a gradual cooling over time due to repeated injection of relatively cold gas: the decrease in
temperature may be of 1-2 Celsius degrees over 10 years of storage activity.
The dynamics of the system is affected by temperature variations because pore pressure depends
on gas compressibility which, in turn, is a function of temperature (Figure 7 and Figure 8). However,
in the author’s experience thermal models are not required because, whilst the temperature variations
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are not negligible, their effects can instead be accounted for by modifying the gas PVT properties
over time in the dynamic simulation.

Figure 7. Qualitative effect of reservoir temperature on FVF.

Figure 8. Case history showing the effect of reservoir temperature on the simulated
bottomhole pressure history (WBP) compared to historical data (WBPH).

Even if both gas composition and temperature variations have a limited impact on the storage
pressure response, the combined effect can be relevant (up to a few bars) and therefore cannot be
ignored. This is especially true when, as is often the case, constraints on the maximum operating
reservoir pressure are set by the authorities.
3.3. Reservoir heterogeneity
The effect of reservoir heterogeneities on the system’s dynamic response during gas storage is
typically much more significant than during primary production. This is because the typical seasonal
sequence of gas withdrawal in winter and injection in summer creates a single cycle during which
the average pressure variation equals or exceeds that experienced by the reservoir during its entire
primary production life. Recently, following changes in the gas market mainly in the use of gas for
power generation and industry, there has been a trend towards more flexible periods of injection and
withdrawal with shorter and more frequent changes. As a consequence, the reservoir pressuredependent phenomena (such as the aquifer response or the hydraulic communications between
compartments) become even more predominant in the determination of the storage response. If a
tight injection/withdrawal schedule is implemented, the reservoir system has a limited time to
respond and the dynamic behaviour can be severely affected by local geological features. If the time
for pressure equilibration is not long enough, the presence of faults or heterogeneities with limited
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transmissibility can cause the creation of several pseudo-compartments in the reservoir, which tend
to respond as independent units despite being in hydraulic communication.
The model calibrated on the previous primary production phase often fails to predict the
preferential flow paths of the gas during storage activities and this reflects on the simulated
maximum and minimum well pressures. Thus, it is quite common that a new history is required to
capture the dynamic behavior of the reservoir during storage. Figure 9 shows an example where a
reservoir model which satisfactorily matched the pressure data during primary production had to be
recalibrated to match the pressure data collected during the storage phase.

(a) permeability maps
(b) simulated pressure trends (WBP) and
historical data (WBPH)
Figure 9. Case history showing the need for a new calibration of the reservoir model
(a) to satisfactorily reproduce the pressure values recorded during storage cycles (b).

3.4. Hysteresis
Relative permeabilities are one of the key descriptors in classical formulations of multiphase
flow in porous media. Experimental evidence and analysis of pore-scale physics demonstrate
conclusively that relative permeabilities are not only functions of fluid saturations and that they
display strong irreversible hysteresis effects [56] (and references therein). Generally, different relative
permeability curves are obtained if the direction of flow changes. This is the case of any gas storage
with water drive where, following the alternation of withdrawal and injection periods and the
consequent movement of the aquifer, the direction of saturation reverses repeatedly. Because the
reservoir pressure may vary considerably, the transition zone where significant saturation changes
occur can be quite large. During the withdrawal phase, the wetting fluid (water) displaces the nonwetting fluid (gas) in an imbibition-like process; this leads to the disconnection of the once continuous
gas phase into bubbles which remain trapped behind the advancing water front. During the injection
period, the non wetting phase (gas) displaces the wetting phase (water) in a drainage-like process
and the relative permeability to gas assumes a different shape. Capillary pressure also exhibits
hysteresis and hence the saturation changes will also affect the capillary rise in the transition zone.
During primary production all reservoirs undergo a certain degree of deformation. Standard
reservoir models generally account for formation compaction through rock compressibility, assumed
to be constant or variable with pressure. This simplification is acceptable in the case of hydrocarbon
production from medium to well consolidated formations because the monotonic elastic compression
and/or compaction induced by pore pressure decline is roughly linear. In storage fields, repeated gas
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withdrawal and injection generate a sequence of loading-unloading cycles in both the sandy
permeable formation and in the confining clayey caprock [57]. In a volumetric deformation diagram
vs effective stress (Figure 10), the effective stress increment due to primary production causes elastic
rock deformation; however, when the effective stress exceeds the preconsolidation stress (point A)
plastic deformation occurs, generating an irreversible reduction of porosity (compaction) and
permeability, and the curve slope increases. The elastic deformation before the onset of compaction
can be approximated by conventional rock compressibility, cR. When rock is unloaded (due to fluid
injection), the volume rebound is not as large as the compaction was, and it is often close to the elastic
response [58]. A new reloading of the material due to fluid production initially causes a quasi-elastic
response until the previous effective stress is reached (point B); then the material follows again the
plastic-failure line [59]. This type of hysteresis is usually displayed by rocks experiencing cyclical
storage operations: when the effective stress decreases due to fluid injection, the unloaded material
is less compressible compared to when it was loaded over the same stress interval. Additionally, the
unloaded material is less compressible also during subsequent reloading to the original stress
conditions.

Figure 10. Rock volumetric deformation as a function of (a) pressure and (b) effective stress.

Despite the typical lack of laboratory data allowing a thorough description of the hystereses
described before, it is often necessary to account for it in the reservoir model so as to predict the
correct reservoir dynamic response over time.
3.5. Injection strategy
If an active aquifer bounding the reservoir is present, reservoir depletion can be associated with
significant water encroachment which, in turn, causes a reduction of the pore volume available for
gas. This phenomenon can be partly reversed and the gas-water contact pushed back during gas
injection, but much depends on the injection strategy: the longer the storage is maintained at low
pressure, the more significant the water flooding and the smaller the storage volume. Due to the
compressibility and mobility contrast between gas and water, gas injection initially causes a pressure
increase in the gas-saturated portion of the reservoir and only afterwards will water displacement
occur. In order to preserve the storage volume, after any withdrawal period is concluded, pressure
should be restored as soon as possible (via gas injection) so as to offset the tendency of the aquifer to
invade the reservoir.
Should the aquifer be given time to advance in the reservoir a higher pressure would be needed
to displace the water and accommodate the same amount of gas because of the lower water mobility
compared to that of gas. If constraints exist on the maximum injection pressure due to well
completion (mechanical resistance), compressor capacity, or regulations (typically, that the initial
formation pressure should not be exceeded), then the volume of gas in the storage at the end of the
injection phase might be significantly lower. Figure 11 shows how an initially low gas injection rate
will lead to a smaller stored volume compared to the case where an initially high gas rate is injected
if a constraint on the maximum reservoir pressure is set (i.e. initial pressure in this example).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Effect of the injection strategy on working gas in water drive storage fields.

Therefore, although the gas injection strategy is often dictated by gas availability on the market
rather than by technical considerations, an attempt should be made to meet the ideal injection
strategy to maximise working gas. In any case it should be acknowledged that in water drive fields
working gas is not a fixed volume and does vary depending on how the storage is operated.
To increase working gas and also enhance the storage performance delta-pressuring has shown
large economic benefits to the storage industry and has proven to be particularly favourable in the
presence of an active aquifer because it helps keep or restore the pore volume available to gas.
However, delta-pressuring requires additional design and monitoring activities when compared to a
conventionally operated facility for ensuring long-term feasibility of the project. Existence of safety
conditions must be assessed before and during delta-pressuring a UGS, the main issues being the
absence of leakage through the caprock, the geomechanical integrity of both the reservoir and the
caprock, the mechanical integrity of the wells, potential lateral gas spills, and the reactivation of
existing faults, if any, under the alternating injection and withdrawal cycles over the entire life of the
storage [60].
3.6. UGS system management
A different philosophy rules over field exploitation during gas storage operations, with different
constraints and following a different (and variable) schedule when compared to the conventional
primary production phase. Therefore, if the reservoir is drained and filled unevenly due to local
heterogeneities hindering gas flows through the reservoir and/or an active aquifer is present, the well
number and location and the production/injection schedule become predominant issues to maximize
the storage efficiency.
Ideally, the withdrawal/injection strategy should be defined based on the reservoir
characteristics to ensure the efficiency of the storage. However, typically commercial needs steer the
withdrawal and injection strategy without full attention being paid to reservoir issues and thus
compromising the long-term performance of the storage. Therefore, it is recommended to fully
couple the commercial model with the technical model when designing a gas storage management
plan. It is also good practice to forecast the storage behaviour for at least ten operational cycles so as
to assess that the working gas is stable (i.e., remains constant) and balanced (withdrawal and injection
volumes keep the same) over time (Figure 12).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12. Examples of working gas evolution over time: (a)
Working gas is balanced and stabilized; (b) Working gas is balanced
but not stabilized; (c) Working gas is stabilized but not balanced.

4. Geomechanical modeling
Geomechanical models are usually not implemented in conventional reservoir engineering,
except for cases of stress-sensitive formations where the strong nonlinear dependency of porosity
and permeability on effective stress must be accounted for. Conversely, a multi-disciplinary model
capable of reproducing the mutual effects of fluid flow and deformation processes can be extremely
useful for simulating gas storage behavior under different operational strategies and assessing safety
conditions, especially if over-pressure conditions are foreseen.
The mechanical and dynamic consequences of stress changes due to production and injection
operations could jeopardize the containment capability of a UGS in terms of caprock integrity and
fault (re)activation. Rock deformations induced in the reservoir can propagate to surface which may
result in subsidence; in case of storage activities, seasonal injection and withdrawal operations cause
cyclical movements of the ground surface, i.e. subsidence and rebound. Safety analysis of a UGS
should thus include the development of a reliable geomechanical model to assess the magnitude of
these phenomena, not to mention that in many countries these analyses are required to comply with
national regulations and to gain social acceptance of any new projects [61].
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Mechanical analysis can be developed at different scales and levels of integration with other
disciplines involved in a UGS study. Simplified analytical approaches can be of great support to
provide a rough, immediate and inexpensive estimate of particular effects. Specific issues (such as
well integrity) can be dealt with by modeling only a limited portion of the whole system. Yet the
safety assessment of the whole system, particularly the investigation of the induced ground
movements, require the definition of a full 3D numerical model extended over a regional scale to
evaluate the production/storage operation effects on not only the reservoir but also the surrounding
formations.
4.1. Fluid-flow and geomechanical coupling
A rigorous system analysis should account for the appropriate dependencies between
multiphase flow and stress-strain processes considering that dynamic and mechanic couplings
physically exist to some extent in all reservoirs. However, numerical modeling of coupled processes
is extremely complex. From Biot’s theory of multiphase flow in deformable porous media, the
integrated approach has evolved to the current fully coupled fluid-flow-geomechanical modeling
method, where all the relevant aspects are incorporated into one comprehensive model to investigate
not only single phenomena but also their mutual interactions. This integrated fluid-flow and
stress/strain approach represents the best solution for evaluating the sealing capacity of the caprock,
the mechanical integrity of both the reservoir and the caprock and the reactivation of existing faults
according to different storage scenarios – including delta-pressuring. The key concept of coupled
processes is based on Terzaghi’s principle which states that all quantifiable changes in stress to a soil
(compression, deformation, shear resistance) are a direct result of a change in effective stress. A
change in fluid pressure will change the effective stresses and cause the reservoir and the
surrounding rocks to deform. Nonetheless the pressure field is also by itself a function of the
deformations and, hence, the coupling [62].
4.2. Geological modeling at a regional scale
In geological modeling, the domain of investigation usually includes the reservoir, its
surrounding formations and the overburden to surface (Figure 13).
When a depleted field is converted into UGS, numerical static (geological) and dynamic (fluidflow) reservoir models have already been generated. But they tend to focus on the scale of the
phenomena under investigation (i.e. the reservoir which contains the hydrocarbon bearing
formations) and seldom include the neighboring formations or the aquifer. The extension of these
existing models (and their associated grids) for a UGS study requires additional information about
the regional geology to be gathered and integrated. The new dataset can include: interpretation of
seismic surfaces, well data, geological maps and other geophysical data (e.g. results of seismic
tomography) that allow the extension of the original geological horizons and sequence. Since well
data is usually sparse in areas where the search for hydrocarbon was unsuccessful, the conceptual
geological model and the information about the geological evolution of the region become of greater
importance. If seismic data is not available and the construction of a seismic map is impossible, the
structural model is extended at the regional scale using the available stratigraphic markers together
with the geological maps or sections, outcrops and a conceptual regional depositional model.
A crucial point in the construction of an extended grid is the incorporation of faults. Because
they can be subject to high pressure differences during withdrawal and injection operations, sealing
or partially sealing faults can be critical to UGS safety. Thus, the fault system should be realistically
reproduced in the geomechanical model.
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Figure 13. Example of a geomechanical model in which the reservoir model is embedded.

4.3. Dynamic modeling at a regional scale
The dynamic model of a UGS should include the caprock formation for performing safety
analysis in case of delta-pressuring. As already discussed, gas leaking through the caprock could
occur if a continuous flow path is established. Thus, gas penetration and consequent water
displacement, which can be either reversible or irreversible following injection and withdrawal
cycles, should be modeled; extensive theoretical support to correctly simulate the physics of the
phenomenon is available in [63,64].
One of the main issues when setting-up the UGS dynamic model for geomechanical purposes is
the way in which the aquifer is simulated. In a standard reservoir model, aquifer effects are usually
simulated adopting analytical aquifers. This approach is extremely valuable for conventional
reservoir studies because of the computational time saving. However, when geomechanical analyses
are to be performed volumetric aquifers are required because the extension of the pressure sink in
the aquifer(s) surrounding the reservoir is fundamental to the analysis of the global stress/strain
equilibrium.
4.4. Model calibration
During the initialization phase, the original stress field and the initial pore pressure distribution
of the undisturbed formations are determined as a function of depth, formation characteristics, fluids
saturating the porous media and in situ field stresses.
The calibration process should be based not only on production data, but also on information
related to the stress/strain evolution recorded during production, such as surface subsidence
measurements if available. To this end, the analysis of satellite ground images acquired over time
(PSInSARTM methodology) can provide the pattern and magnitude of land displacement over the
field [65] with very good precision (millimeter-scale movements of large zones can be monitored).
Thus the data assimilation process should include the petrophysical characteristics, the aquifer
features, the geomechanical properties (e.g., the initial stress field, the elastic moduli and the fault
strength parameters) until the reservoir historical behavior is matched with acceptable accuracy.
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5. Monitoring
5.1. Surface monitoring
Standard ground surface monitoring techniques provide information on a selected number of
points within an area, both in the cases of geotechnical monitoring (clinometers, extensometers,
distometers, etc.), GPS or conventional topographic survey [66–71]. These conventional monitoring
techniques are usually accurate measures of a limited set of benchmarks and require ground access.
Over the last decades Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technology has demonstrated its potential
in the assessment of ground surface displacement fields over wide areas [72–76]. SAR technology is
based on data acquisition from remote sensing satellites and it can supply a deformation map of a
ground portion without the necessity of positioning targets on the ground and without any physical
contact with it [77]. According to different microwave imagining techniques, such as Interferometric
(InSAR), Differential Interferometric (DInSAR), Permanent Scatterers (PS), time monitoring of
ground surface deformation for large surface areas is made possible with a millimetric scale [78]
(Figure 14).

Figure 14. Example of a geomechanical model in which the reservoir model is embedded.

5.2. Well monitoring
For the purpose of evaluating the performance of a field and assessing gas inventory, regular
measurements of static bottom-hole pressures are taken. Static bottom-hole pressure surveys are
usually performed at the end of each withdrawal cycle and at the end of each injection cycle. Bottomhole static surveys are typically executed on rotation in different wells, which also serve the scope of
assessing reservoir connectivity. Some storage wells can also be equipped with permanent down hole
gauges for a continuous monitoring of bottomhole conditions.
Observation wells are typically used to monitor pressure and saturation changes in critical zones
of the structure, such as saddles and spill points. RST logs for saturation monitoring are often
recorded twice a year (with maximum and minimum gas volume) to verify the movement of the gaswater contact (GWC) and to ensure that it is not moving below spill point [7].
Telemetry is used for continuous monitoring of the well head pressures and gas rates and to
check well performance evolution.
In order to ensure the mechanical integrity of the seal rocks it is recommended to measure the
in situ stress in the reservoir and especially in the caprock several times during reservoir repressurization by performing a mini-frac test or an extended leak-off test. The strategy for safe
injection should be adjusted accordingly [79].
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5.3. Wellbore integrity monitoring
Efficient zonal isolation provided by the cement sheath placed between casing and wellbore is a
primary requirement for UGS wells, since they are subject to extreme stresses caused by high injection
pressures and production rates over a longer lifetime with respect to producer wells. In addition, the
caprock deformation induced by pressure variations is believed to act as a shear force between the
pipe and the cement sheath and this may induce microcracks or microannulus over time [80]. The
most common flaws identified in cement, causing loss of zonal isolation, are microannulus (i.e. a gap,
in the order of microns, between the casing and cement sheath) and channelling (i.e. a void in the
annulus, often due to eccentered pipe, leading to poor cement placement).
A correct assessment of cement distribution behind the production pipe is particularly important
because failure of the cement can lead to loss of zonal isolation, gas migration behind the casing and
potential corrosion problems. Any of those conditions can lead to a costly repair job or even
abandonment of the storage well, since UGS fields are often strategically located close to large urban
areas, where it is particularly important to have leak-free wells [7].
Wireline logging with sonic and ultrasonic tools is an efficient method that provides a detailed
analysis of cement distribution and identification of discrete defects like channeling or microannulus.
Remedial action typically includes the option of re-entering the wells to ensure integrity on a regular
basis, or on a call basis if and when a problem arises.
5.4. Microseismic monitoring
Passive seismic monitoring detects microseismic events induced in a reservoir by the
modification of pore pressures or by the reactivation or creation of small fractures. These
microearthquakes, with magnitudes in the order of -4 to 0 on the Richter scale [81] are picked up by
static arrays of sensors installed inside wells or by small surface networks (Figure 15). Despite the
small magnitude of the induced events, microseismicity can be very helpful to track pressure changes
and, possibly, gas movements.
In general, the main advantage of using microseismic monitoring is its continuous nature. In
other words, if a cause and effect link can be established between the appearance of microseismicity
and the increase in pore pressure in the formation due to the flow of gas, then, theoretically, a realtime picture is provided of the passage of gas at certain specific points. It is also possible to
characterize weakness zones in the formation (or its caprock), where pre-existing fractures or joints
move in brittle shear and therefore constitute preferential flow paths [82].

Figure 15. Example of moment tensor and local stress
field analysis based on microseismic monitoring.
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6. Conclusions
Natural gas is typically stored in depleted or partially depleted reservoirs. Pressure is used to
force the gas into and out of the rock. In spite of the fact that a significant level of knowledge is usually
available for depleted reservoirs from the preceding exploration and primary production phases,
underground gas storage design and management requires specific technical expertise, especially to
maximize performance and ensure long-term efficiency. It is the author’s belief that the body of
knowledge that now exists and the skills that have been acquired are such that UGS studies may be
considered a self-contained discipline.
Some of the main aspects to be accounted for are related to the change in gas composition,
reservoir temperature and formation stresses due to the injection and withdrawal cycles. Moreover,
awareness of the potential impact of reservoir heterogeneities and water encroachment on the gas
storage strategy and well location and number must be gained.
Safety conditions must be assessed and adequate monitoring actions put in place over the entire
life of the storage. This is particularly important when the storage is designed to operate at a
maximum working pressure that exceeds the initial formation pressure (delta-pressure conditions) a common option used to increase the working gas volume. The main issues to be addressed through
an integrated fluid-flow and stress/strain approach are the absence of leakage through the caprock,
the geomechanical integrity of both the reservoir and the caprock and the reactivation of existing
faults, if any, under the alternating injection and withdrawal cycles.
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